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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PREDICTING ENERGY ON TARGET

[0001] Subject matter disclosed herein relates to radio frequency (RF) systems

and, more particularly, to techniques for predicting received energy or power

levels across a region of interest generated by an RF transmitting system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] There are various applications where it ay be beneficial to know the

energy levels that will result across a targeted region from iransmisslons from a

specific transmitting platform. For example, in jamming applications, the overall

effect of a jamming operation may depend upon the level of energy that a

Jamming transmitter can place at a receiver location.

[0003] Knowledge of energy levels generated across a targeted region from a

transmitting platform may also be useful for making design modifications to a

transmitter design so that a more desirable energy pattern may be achieved for

performing a particular application. Prior techniques for estimating energy~on~

target typically utilized a simplified ray-optical approach for an antenna pattern

that treats a directional antenna like a triangle that puts a circular or oval pattern of

uniform power on a targeted region in other words, these prior techniques

indicated a constant signal level inside an antenna beam width, with little or no

information outside the antenna beam width. Such approaches limit both the

accuracy and the usefulness of the resulting data,

[0004] Techniques and systems are needed for more accurately predicting

energy~on farge information for a transmitting system.

SUMMARY

[0005] in accordance with one aspect of the concepts, systems, circuits, and

techniques described herein, a machine-Implemented method for simulating

energy-on-target in a targeted region for a radio transmission system, comprises:



receiving nput information specifying a transmitter platform model to be used as a

transmitter for an energy~on-iargei analysis; receiving input Information specifying

a receiver platform model to bo used as a receiver for the en rgy on targ f

analysis; receiving input Information specifying a propagation model to be used for

a channel between the transmitter and the receiver for the energy-orvtarget

analysis; receiving input information specifying a number of receiver locations for

which energy~on iarget information is desired; and performing a series of link

analyses fo the number of receiver locations using the transmitter platform model,

the receiver platform model, and the channel propagation model, wherein each

link analysis in the series of link analyses determines a receive power level at

corresponding receiver location taking nto consideration transmit power level,

transmit and receive antenna gain at the corresponding receiver location,

propagation power loss In the channel, and polarization loss at the corresponding

receiver location,

[0008] n one embodiment, the method further comprises generating a plot

using results of the series of ink analyses. n one embodiment, the method

further comprises receiving nput information specifying a plot type before

generating the plot, wherein generating plot includes generating a plot having

the specified piot type

[0007] n one e bo ment, receiving nput information specifying a number of

receiver locations for which energy-on4arget information is desired includes

receiving a minimum range Indication, a maximum range indication, a range

increment indication, a minimum bearing indication, a maximum bearing

indication, and a bearing increment indication,

[0008] In one embodiment, receiving Input information specifying a transmitter

platform model to be used as a transmitter for an anergy-on-target analysis

Includes receiving a user selection from a list of transmitter piatform models.

[0009J In one embodiment, receiving nput Information specifying a receiver

platform model to b used as a receiver for the energy-on-fargef analysis includes

receiving a user selection from a list of receiver piatform models.



[ 0 ] n one embodiment, a location of the transmitter I held constant durin«

the series of link analyses.

[001 ] In one embodiment, the method further composes generating a

transmitter platform model for use during an energy-on~target analysis based on

user input information, wherein generating a transmitter piatform model includes:

receiving input information specifying a transmitter model; receiving input

information specifying a transmit antenna model; receiving input information

specifying a location of a transmitter platform; receiving Input information

specifying an attitude of the transmitter platform; orienting the transmit antenna

model with respect to the transmitter piatform to generate an oriented transmit

antenna model; calculating an Effective Isotropic Radiated Power EIRP for the

transmitter platform model using the transmitter model and the oriented transmit

antenna model; and orienting the transmitter piatform model with respect to a

surrounding area cased on the input information specifying a location of the

transmitter platform and the nput information specifying an attitude of the

transmitter platform.

[00 ] in accordance with another aspect of the concepts systems, circuits,

and techniques described herein, a system to simulate energy-on-farget in a

targeted region for a radio transmission system, comprises: one or mo e

processors to: receive input information from a user specifying a transmitter

platform model and a receiver platform model for an energy~on~targef analysis;

receive input information from a use specifying a propagation model to be used

for a channel between a transmitter platform and a receiver platform for the

energy n argat analysis; receive input information from a user specifying a

location and attitude of the transmitter platform for the energy~on4arget analysis;

receive input information from a user specifying a plurality of receiver platform

locations for the energy-on-target analysis; and perform a series of fink anaiyses

for the plurality of receiver platform locations using the specified transmitter

piatform model, the specified receiver platform mod l and the specified channel

propagation model, wherein each link analysis n the series of link analyses

determines a receive power vei at a corresponding receiver piatform location

taking into consideration transmit power level, transmit and receive antenna gain



at the corresponding receiver platform location, propagation power loss In the

channel, and polarization loss at the corresponding receiver platform location; and

a e ory to store results of the series of link analyses.

[001 ] In one embodiment, the one or more processors Include at least one

processor to plot results of the series of link analyses.

[001 In one embodiment, the system further comprises a model database to

store one or more of: platform models, receive RFD datasets, transmit datasets,

antenna models, rad o models, propagation models, and channel parameter

models.

[001 ] In one embodiment, the one or more processors include at least one

processor to generate a platfomi model for use in energy-on-target analyses, the

at least one processor to allow a user to specify a platform name for the p at rm

model and to specify a! least one receive RFD dataset and/or at least one

transmitter dataset for the platform model

[0018] In one embodiment, the at least one processor is configured o allow a

user to specify channel parameters for the platform model, wherein the channel

parameters include one or more operational characteristics of a corresponding

receive RFD dataset or transmit dataset associated with the platform model

[001 ] In one embodiment, the at least one processor is configured to allow a

user to specify an antenna coupling model for the platform model.

[0018] In one embodiment, the one or ore processors include at least one

processor to generate radio models for use n energy arget analyses, wherein

a radio model can include one or more of: transmitter modulation spectrum

information, output power information, thermal noise information, receiver noise

figure information, F and pre-detecfor selectivity information, 3 order intercept

power information, and phase noise information.

[0019] In one embodiment, the one or more processors include at least one

processor to generate antenna models having three dimensional gain patterns for

use in energy-on-targef analyses,

[0020] In one embodiment, the at least one processor to generate antenna

models can generate antenna models using one or more of: theoretical antenna



patterns, data imported from electromagnetic simulator programs, and measured

data.

[0021] In one embodiment, the one or more processors include at least one

processor to add and/or modify receive radio frequency distribution RFD)

datasets for use in energy-on-target analyses,

[GG22J n one embodiment, the one or more processors Include at least one

processor to add and/or modify transmit datasets for use in energy~on~targef

analyses,

[0023] In accordance with a further aspect of the concepts, systems, circuits,

and techniques described herein, a system to simulate energy~on~target In a

targeted region for a radio transmission system, comprises; means for receiving

input information specifying a transmitter platform model to be used as a

transmitter for an energy on arge analysis; means for receiving input information

specifying a receiver platform model to be used as a receiver for the energy-on-

targe analysis; means for receiving put information specifying a propagation

model to be used for a channel between the transmitter and the receiver for the

energy-on-targef analysis; means for receiving Input information specifying a

number of receiver locations for which energy~on-farget Information is desired;

and means for performing a sehes of link analyses for the number of receiver

locations using the transmitter platform model, the receiver platform model, and

the channel propagation model, wherein each ink analysis in the series of l nk

analyses determines a receive power level at a corresponding receiver location

taking into consideration transmit power level, transmit and receive antenna gain

a the corresponding receiver location, propagation power loss in the channel, and

polarization loss at the corresponding receiver location.

[0024] in one embodiment, the system further comprises means for generating

a plot using results of the series of l nk analyses.

[0025] In one embodiment, the means for receiving input information specifying

a number of receiver locations for which energy-on-target information is desired

Includes means for receiving a minimum range indication, a maximum range



indication, a range increment indication, a minimum bearing indication, a

maximum bearing indication, and a bearing increment indication,

iEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026] The foregoing features cf this invention, as well as the invention itself,

may be more fully understood from the following description of the drawings in

which:

[0027] Fig, 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example computing system

architecture that may be used in one or mo e implementations;

[0028] Fig, is a flow chart illustrating a method for use in simulating energy-

on arge fo a region of interest in accordance with an implementation;

[0029] Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example analysis system for

simulating energy on4argef for a region of interest n accordance with an

implementation;

[0030] Fig. 4 is a screen shot o an example GU screen that may be used in

connection with a radio model application in accordance with an implementation;

[0031] Fig. 5 is a screen shot of an example GUi screen that may be used in

connection with an antenna model application in accordance with an

implementation;

[0032] Fig. is a screen shot of an example GU screen that may be used in

connection with a receive RFD dataset application in accordance with an

implementation;

[0033] Fig. is a screen shot of an example GUI screen thai may be used in

connection with a transmit datasefs application in accordance with an

implementation;

[0034] Fig, 8 is a screen shot of an example G I screen thai may be used in

connection with a channel parameters application in accordance with an

implementation;



[0035] Fig 9 is a screen shot of an example GUI screen that may be used in

connection with a propagation model application In accordance with an

implementation;

[0036] Fig, is a screen shot of an example GUI screen that may be used in

connection with a platform o Jei application in accordance with an

implementation;

[0037] Fig is a screen shot of an example GUI screen that may be used in

connection with a Multi-Platform Scenario application n accordance with an

implementation;

[0038] Fig. 12 is a screen shot of an example GUI screen that may be used in

connection with a range/bearing sweep analysis application in accordance with an

implementation; and

[0039] Fig. 13 is a screen shot of an exampie plot of nergy n targe

information resulting from an energy~on~targef analysis in accordance with an

implementation,

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0040] Subject matter described herein relates to tools that may be used to

accurately predict received energy or power leveis across a specified target area

resulting from transmissions from a specified transmitting platform. Platform

models may be generated to accurately describe the operation of a transmitter

and a receiver in an environment of interest. A propagation model may also be

specified to more accurately predict signal propagation between a transmitter and

a receiver in the subject environment. In at least one approach, as will be

described in greater detail, a user is permitted to select a propagation model from

a library of different models to use in an analysis. Link calculations may then be

performed for a series of different receiver locations using the transmitter platform

model, the receiver platform mode!s and the propagation model. The results of the

link calculations may then be stored and/or plotted As is well known, the word

"power" refers to a rate at which energy is delivered per unit of time. As such, in



the discussion that fo!!ows, the results of an energy-on-targef analysis ay be

expressed using either energy or power.

[0041 Fig, 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example computing system

architecture that may be used in one or more implementations. As illustrated,

the computing system architecture may Include; one or more digital processors

, a e ory 14, and a user interface 1 . A bus 1 and/or other struct re s may

be provided for establishing interconnections between various components of

computing system architecture 10. n some implementations, one or more wired

or wireless networks may be provided to support; communication between

elements of computing system 10. Digital processors) may include one or

more digital processing devices that are capable of executing programs or

procedures to provide functions and/or services for a user, yemory 14 may

include one or more digital data storage systems, devices, and/or components

that may be used to store data and/or programs for use by other elements of

architecture 10. User interface 1 may include any type of device, component, or

subsystem for providing an interface between a user and system 1

[G042J Digital processors) 1 may include, for example, one or more general

purpose microprocessors, digital signals processors (DSPs), controllers,

microcontrollers, application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field

programmable gate arrays F G s programmable logic arrays (PLAs),

programmable logic devices (PLDs reduced instruction set computers (RISCs),

and/or other processing devices or systems, including combinations of the above.

Digital processors) 12 may be used to, for example, execute an operating system

and/or one or more application programs. In addition, digital processors) may

be used to implement, either partially or fully, one or more of the analysis

processes or techniques described herein n some implementations,

[0043] yemory 1 may include any type of system, device, or component, or

combination thereof, that is capable of storing digital Information (e,g,, digital data,

computer executable instructions and/or programs, etc) for access by a

processing device or other component. This may include, for example,

semiconductor memories, magnetic data storage devices, disc based storage

devices, optical storage devices, read only memories (ROMs), random access



memories RA s), non-volatile memories, flash memories, USB drives, compact

disc read only memories (CD-ROMs), DVDs, Blu-Ray disks, magneto-optical

disks, erasable programmable ROMs (EPROMs), electrically erasable

programmable ROMs (EEPROMs), magnetic or optical cards, and/or other digital

storage suitable for storing electronic instructions and/or data. In some

implementations, memory 14 may store one or ore programs for execution by

processors) 1 to implement analysis processes or techniques described herein.

Memory 14 may also store one or more databases or libraries of model data for

use during various analyses.

[0044] User Interface 1 ay include one or more nput output devices (e.g., a

display, a mouse, a trackball, a keyboard, a numerical keypad, speakers, a

microphone, etc.) to allow users to Interact with computing system architecture 1

User Interface 1 may also Include executable software and a processor that s

capable of soliciting Input from a user for use n the performance of various

analyses and/or other processes. In at least one implementation, user Interface

1 Includes a graphical user Interface (GUI). Although user interface Is

Illustrated as a separate unit, It should be understood that, In so e

Implementations, some of the user Interface functions may be performed within

processors) 12.

[0046] As will be described in greater detail, In some Implementations, a user

w ll be able to define an energy-on-target analysis to be performed via user

Interface 1 . One or more processes may then be executed within processors 1

to carry out the energy-ort-target analysis. The results of an analysis (e.g., data, a

plot, a map w th a plot overlay, etc.) may then be presented to a user via user

Interface 1 or saved to memory 14. During the performance of the analysis, one

or more databases or libraries stored within memory 14 may be accessed to

provide models and/or other data for use In the analysis.

[0046] It should be appreciated that the computing system architecture 1 of

Fig. 1 represents one example of an architecture that may be used In an

Implementation. Other architectures may alternatively be used. It should be

appreciated that all or part of the various devices, processes, or methods



described herein ay b implemented using any combination of hardware,

firmware, and/or sof tware

[0 47 Fig. 2 is a How diagram showing an example process for use in

predicting energy-on-target for a region o interest in accordance with an

implementation

[0048] The rectangular elements (typified by element 32 in Fig. 2) are herein

denoted "processing blocks" and may represent computer software instructions or

groups of instructions. If should be noted that the flow diagram of Fig. 2

represents one exemplary embodiment of a design described herein and

variations in such a diagram, which generally follow the process outlined, are

considered to be within the scope of the concepts, systems, and techniques

described and claimed herein.

[0049] Alternatively, the processing blocks may represent operations

performed by functionally equivalent circuits, such as a digital signal processor

circuit, an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), or a field programmable

gate array FPGA . Some processing blocks may be manually performed while

other processing blocks may be performed by processor. The flow diagram

does not depict the syntax of any particular programming language. Rather, the

flo diagram illustrates the functional information one of ordinary skill in the art.

may require to fabricate circuits and/or to generate computer software to perform

the processing required of the particular apparatus II should be noted that many

routine program eiemenfs s such as initialization of loops and variables and the use

of temporary variables may not be shown. It will be appreciated by those of

ordinary skill in the art that unless otherwise indicated heroin, the particular

sequence described is illustrative only and can be varied without departing from

the spirit of the concepts described and/or claimed herein. Thus, unless otherwise

stated, the processes described belo are unordered meaning that, when

possible, the sequences shown n Fig. 3 can be performed in any convenient or

desirable order.

[0050] Turning now to Fig. 2 an example method 30 for predicting energy-on-

target for a region of interest will be described User input information is first

received that specifies a transmitter platform model to be used for an energy~on~



target analysis block 32), The transmitter platform model is a model of a platform

that includes the transmitter that will transmit energy toward the region of interest.

The user may select the transmitter platform modal from a plurality of platform

models stored in a model library or database. User Input information ay also be

received that specifies a receiver platform model to be used for the energy-on-

targei analysis (block 34 , The receiver platform model is a model of a platform

that includes the radio receiver that will receive energy transmitted fro the

transmitter platform. As with he transmitter platform model, the user may select

the receiver platform model from a plurality of such models stored n a model

library.

[0051] User input information may also be received that specifies a channel

propagation model to characterize radio frequency propagation that will fake place

n a channel between the transmitter platform and the receiver platform (block 36

A user may, for example, select a propagation model from a list of available

models n one implementation. User input information may also be received that

specifies a number of receiver locations at which receiver power level (o energy-

on-target) information s desired (block 38). The receiver locations may be

specified in any known manner. In some implementations, for example, a user

may specify a minimum and maximum range, a range step, a minimum and

maximum bearing, and a bearing step to define locations for which receive power

data is desired. In other implementations, a user may specify a particular area

and a number of points within that area where receive power information is

desired.

[0052] After the input information has been collected and the models have

been generated or retrieved, a series of link analysis operations may be

performed for the specified receiver locations using the transmitter platform

model, the receiver platform model, and the channel propagation model (block

40). During the analyses, the location of the receiver platform may be swept

across the region of interest (e.g., swept n range and bearing) and the resulting

receive powers may be calculated and stored. The results of the link analyses

may then be plotted (block 42) n some implementations, the plot may be



i on an electronic map of the region of interest (e.g., a Google Earth map,

et to give a graphical display of nergy retarget in the region,

[0053] Fig, 3 a block diagram illustrating an example analysis system 50 for

Simulating/ predicting energy~on~fargef for a region of interest n accordance with

various implementations. In at least one implementation, the system 50 may be

part of, for example, a suite of system analysis fools for analyzing various aspects

of a system design, One such suite of fools is the CO SET analysis system

developed and owned by Raytheon Corporation. W th reference to Fig. 3 the

analysis system 50 may include: a platform model application 52, a receiver radio

frequency distribution ( FD) datasets application 54, a transmit datasets

application 58, an antenna model application 58, a radio model application 80, a

propagation model application 62s a channel parameters application 84, a multi-

platform scenario application 88, and a range/bearing sweep anaiysis application

68 The applications 52, 54, 56, 8 80, 62, 4, 8 , 68 of Fig. 3 may represent, for

example, individual applications executing in one or more processors (e.g.,

processors) of computing system architecture of Fig, 1). Some or all of the

applications 52 54, 58 58, 60 82, 84, 86, 88 may also, in some implementations,

have an associated graphical user interface (GUI) to facilitate entry of information

by a user. Analysis system 50 may also include a model library/database 72 to

store models and datasets created by the various applications odel librar 72

may be stored within memory of system 50 (e.g., memory 1 of computing system

architecture 1 of Fig. 1 .

[0854] As will be described in greater detail, receive RFD datasets application

4, transmit datasets application 5 , antenna model application 58, radio model

application 80, propagation model application 82, and channel parameters

application 4 may each be used to create and/or modify models and datasets for

use in energy~on~farget analyses and/or other analyses. Platform model

application 52 is operative for generating platform models for use during energy-

on-targef anaiyses using models and datasets generated by the other applications

54 5 , 58, , 82, and 84, u ti P a f rm Scenario application 8 allows a user to

specify multiple platform models to be used during an energy-on-fargef analysis.

Range-bearing sweep analysis application 88 is operative for performing the



calculations required to generate the energy~on4arget information for a given

scenario. Range-hearing sweep analysis application 88 ay allow a user to

specify, among other things, a propagation m dei to use for a channel between a

transmitter platform and a receiver platform and region of interest information

specifying a region for which energy-on-farget information is desired. Range-

bearing sweep analysis application 68 ay also allow a user to specify a type of

plot to use to plot the results of an energy~on-target analysis.

[GG 5J Radio model application 60 of Fig. 3 may be used to create radio

models n one or more embodiments. Fig, 4 is a screen shot of a GUI screen 80

that ay be used in connection with radio odel application 80 n accordance with

an implementation. A radio model contains data characterizing an exciter and

receiver's performance. However, this model does not contain ail data for an

entire transmitter and receiver system. For the transmitter system, a power

amplifier, filter, coax, etc. may be added to the exciter performance, but the final

transmitter performance data is generated in Agilent's Advanced Design System

(ADS) (or some other electronic design automation software) For the receiver, a

low noise amplifier, filter, coax, etc. may he added to the radio (receiver) model

where the data for just these components is simulated in ADS. These

components can be referred to as the Radio Frequency Distribution ( FD).

[0058] After the radio model is created, an ADS exciter model may be

automatically generated. The ADS exciter model is created from the modulation,

phase noise, thermal noise, power, and reverse 3rd order intercept data n the

radio model. This exciter model, along with other components power amplifier,

etc) that may be included, is simulated n ADS to create a transmit dataset. The

data created includes output power as a function of frequency, thermal and phase

noise power spectral density as a function of frequency and offset frequency,

selectivity after power amplifier, and reverse 3 ΐ order intercept power. The

receiver RFD components are also simulated in ADS and characterized for noise

figure as a function of frequency, selectivity as a function of frequency and offset

frequency, and 3 order intercept power as a function of frequency and offset

frequency. The output from this simulation is the receive RFD dataset. The data

imported into radio model application 60 can be theoretical, simulated, and/or



measured. Once a radio model has been created using radio odel application

, it may be stored I and accessed from model library 72 of F g. 3.

[0057] Antenna models may be created in antenna model application 58 of Fig,

3 in accordance with some embodiments. F g , 5 is a screen shot of an example

GUI screen 90 that may be used in connection with antenna model application 58

in accordance with an implementation. In at least one implementation, antenna

model application 58 may allow a user to create theoretical antenna patterns (e.g.,

dipo e monopole, and directional) for use in antenna models for energy-on~target

simulations. Antenna model application 58 may also, or alternatively, allow a user

to import data from electromagnetic (EM) simulator programs (e.g., GST

Microwave Studio, etc,) for use in antenna models for energy on4arget

simulations. In some implementations, antenna model application 5 may also

allow a user to import measured antenna data for use n antenna models for

energy~on~target simulations. This application may also include functionality to

provide the complex orthogonal components of directivity (i.e., directivity theta and

phi and their phase) in spherical coordinates. Once an antenna model has been

created using antenna model application 58, if can be stored in and accessed

from model library 72 of Fig 3

[GG58J Receive FD dataset application 54 of Fig. 3 ay be used to add

and/or modify RFD dafasefs, Fig is a screen shot of an example GUI screen

100 that may be used in connection with receive RFD dataset application 54 in

accordance with an implementation. As illustrated, GUI screen 100 includes a

pull-down menu 102 tha may be used by a user to add one or more RFD

dafasets to a platform model. Transmit datasefs application 58 of Fig. 3 may be

used to add and/or modify stored transmit datasets. Fig. 7 is a screen shot of an

example GUI screen 1 that may be used in connection with transmit datasets

application 58 in accordance with an implementation. As illustrated, GUI screen

0 includes a pull-down menu 112 for use in adding one or more transmit

datasets to a platform model.

[0059] Propagation models may be created or modified in propagation model

application 82 of Fig, 3 in some implementations. Fig 0 is a screen shot of an

example GUI screen 0 that may be used in connection with propagation model



application 62 n accordance w th an Implementation. The propagation model

application 2 may be used to define a specific propagation model and

environmental characteristics that wil be used for an enengy-on-target analysis.

Some propagation model algorithms that may be available include, for example:

Longley-Rice, Johnson-Gierhart, 2 ray Multipath, Okumura-Hata, VOACAP s and

GRWAVE. The Longley-Rice model may be used, for example, In area or point-

to-point modes. In a point-to-point m d Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DIED)

data is used. In this esse, propagation data s dependent on the specific location

of the transmitter and the receiver on Earth.

00 0] As described above, platform model application 52 of Fig, 3 ay be

used to generate platform models for use during energy~on-target simulations. A

platform model Is a data structure that includes data characterizing the

performance of one or more radio channels. A radio channel may be comprised

of radio equipment such as antennas, transmitters, receivers, coax, filters,

amplifiers, couplers, and/or other components. To generate a platform model,

platform model application 52 may require nput fro one or ore of: receive RFD

datasets application 54, transmit datasets application 56, antenna model

application 58, radio model application 60, propagation model application 62, and

channel parameters application 64 In some Implementations.

[0061] Fig. is a screen shot of an example GUi screen 40 that may be

used In connection with a platform model application 52 In accordance with an

implementation. As Illustrated, GUI screen 140 Includes a text box 142 that can

be used to enter a name for a corresponding platform. A pull-down menu 144

may a so be provided that allows a user to specify an antenna coupling model to

use fo the platform, GUI screen 180 may a so Include an "RX RFD * button 146

for use In importing receive data sets Into platform model application 52. In some

implementations, selection of the "RX RFD" button 146 w ll open the GUI screen

100 of Fig. 6 associated with receive RFD dataset application 54, GUI screen 140

may further Include a Transmit" button 143 for use In Importing transmitter data

sets into platform model application 52. Selection of the Transmit" button 148

may open the GUI screen 110 of Fig. 7 associated w th transmit dataset

application 56. In addition, G I screen 140 may Include an "Edit" button 5 that



may be used to Import channel parameter information nto platform model

application 52,

[0062] From the platform model application, the "Edit" button 0 is selected to

open the channel parameters application 64. The channel parameters application

4 may be used to name and define radio channels by selecting an RFD data set,

a receiver model, a receive mode, a receive antenna, a transmit data sets and/or a

transmit antenna for the channel. F g 8 s a screen shot of an example GUI

screen 0 that may be used in connection w th channel parameters application

84 n accordance w th an Implementation. The receive RFD dataset, receiver

model fro m radio model), a d transmit dataset are selected from th s G U 0.

The receiver model (radio model) is selected from a pull-down menu 122. The

receiver mode, which determines the specific set of data used in the radio model,

is selected from a pull-down menu 4 The receive RFD data (simulated n ADS)

s selected from a pull-down menu 12 . The transmitter dataset is selected from a

pull-down menu 127.

[0083] For a selected receive RFD dataset, a user may be able o select a

receive antenna and location using a receive antenna location/name pull-down

menu 128. For a selected transmit dataset, a user may be able to select a

transmit antenna and location using a transmit antenna location/name pull-down

menu 129, In th s manner, channels may be defined by a specific set of

equipment as well as by a specific operating mode.

[ 084 As desc bed above, Multi-Platform Scenario application 86 of Fig. 3

allows a user to select multiple platforms for use n an energy~on-targef analysis.

F g, is a screen shot of an example GUI screen 0 that may be used in

connection with Multi-Platform Scenario application 6 in accordance w th an

implementation. As illustrated, GUI screen 0 may include an "analysis name"

text box 2 to allow a user to enter a name for a given analysis. Platforms may

be added to the analysis from a "platforms" pu down menu 4. An "analysis

channels" section 188 of GUI screen 180 may list a number of radio channels that

ma be added to a platform for analysis. Radio channels can be included or

excluded using an include/exclude pull-down menu 8 associated with the radio

channel. Each platform can have one or ore radio channels associated with if



As described previously, for an energ targ t analysis, at least one selected

platform model must contain a radio transmitie and at least one platform model

must contain a radio receiver. GU screen C for Multi-Platform Scenario

application 86 may Include an /B Sweep" b :on 70 to a ow a user to specify

range/bearing sweep analysis to be performed Selection of the "R/B Sweep"

button 0 may open the "Range/Bearing 3we Analysis" application Q

[0085] Fig, 1 is a screen shot of an example GUI screen 200 that may be

used n connection with Range/Bearing Sweep Anaiysis application 88 in

accordance with an implementation, As shown n Fig. , GUI screen 200 may

allow a user to link a receive channel to a transmit channel by selecting the

transmit channel fro a pull-down menu 202 under a "Linked Channel" category

204. A propagation model may also be selected using a pull-down menu 20

For each of the listed channels, a corresponding activity (I.e.., inactive, transmit, c

receive) may be selected from a pull-down menu 208. An operating frequency

may also be entered n a text box 210

[0066] For each platform that is pari of the energy~on~farget analysis, a

platform looaticn (e.g., latitude, longitude, and altitude) and attitude (e.g., headinc

pitch, and roll) may be entered in corresponding fields 212 A reference platform

may be selected using a reference platform pull-down menu 2 and a variable

platform may be selected using a variable platform pu -dc n menu 2 , The

reference platform will remain stationary during the sweep analysis and the

variable platform will be moved during the sweep analysis. Typically, the

transmitter platform will be used as the stationary platform and the receiver

platform will be used as tbe variable platform to generate the energy-on-targef

[0067] The specifics of the sweep to be p srformed may next be entered by t

user. In general, any type of information ma¾ ' be entered by the user to define 1

points at which receive power or energy are «iesired. In GUI screen 200 of Fig.

12, for example, text boxes 21 are provided for entering a minimum range, a

maximum range, a range increment, a mini bearing, a maximum bearing,



a bearing increment, A pull-down menu 220 may be provided to ai ow a user to

specify the units of the range Information.

[0068] GUI screen 200 of Fig also includes a display section 222 to allow a

user to define the Information to be plotted. As Illustrated, display section 222

may include a receive channel pull-down menu 224 to define a type of receive

channel to use in the analysis a d a Z-Axis pull down menu 228 to define the

parameter to plot on the z ax s on the resulting graph. For an en rgy- n t rget

analysis, an ideal receiver is typically selected as the receive channel type and the

signal level at the receive antenna Is typically selected as the parameter to plot, A

"Plot Type" pull-down menu 228 may also be provided to allow a user to specify a

type of plot to be generated. For an energy-on-target analysis, a contour p ot Is

typically selected as a plot type. After the plot type has been selected, a user ay

press an "Analyze" button 230 to initiate the si ulation

[0080] Fig. 3 is a screen shot of an example plot 240 that may he generated

as a result of an energy~on-target analysis In accordance with an implementation.

The plot 240 shows the received signal level at the antenna of the receiver

platform as It was oved about the sweep area. A color scheme may be used in

va ous embodiments to Illustrate the magnitude of the signal level at different

locations within the swept region, n some implementations, functionality may be

provided for overlaying the generated p ot 240 on an electronic map of the

covered region (e.g., a Google Earth map, etc As shown, plot 240 is not limited

to specifying received signal level within a beam width of a ma n beam of the

antenna pattern of the transmitter platform. On the contrary, the p ot may provide

information for a much larger region about the main beam.

[0070] As described above, to perform an energy-on-target analysis, one

platform model needs to be selected that includes a transmitter channel and

another platform model needs to be selected that includes a receiver channel.

Referring back to Fig. 12, when a transmitter channel is selected for one of the

platforms In the Range/Bearing Sweep Analysis application 88, 200 a transmitter

model provides an output power spectral density for the transmitter channel and

an antenna model provides a 3 dimensional gai pattern, including polarization

characteristics, for the channel, The transmitter channel may include data at all



operating frequencies in so e implementations. The orientation of the transmit

antenna may be set relative to the platform orientation by, for example, the

Range/Bearing Sweep Analysis application 68. This may be accomplished by

rotating the antenna gain pattern and polarization about the x y and z axes using

a 3~dimensional rotation matrix. Rotation of the antenna gain pattern may be

accomplished, for example, by applying the following series of equations. For

rotation about the z-axis in the x-y plane:

x x cos( s + y sin z)

sin z + y cos z .

for rotation about the y axis in the x~z p ar

" xz -sin y ) ÷z c s y and

for rotation about the x axis in the y z plane:

yx - yz c s( x ÷ zy sin(a x)

~y ' sin x + zy · c s( x

where a is the angular rotation in radians. These same equations may be applied

to the polarization rotation after converting the complex orthogonal directivities

from spherical coordinates to Cartesian coordinates. The data provided from this

platform, which includes a transmit channel, may include an Effective Isotropic

Radiated Power (E P) The E1RP may be calculated using the following

equation:

EIRP(x, y,z) Gt {x, y,z) I Pc (∆ / ) · SAf



where Gt(x,y } is the transmit antenna gain at each receiver location (un ess)

and Pc{Af} is the transmit power spectral density ( Hz ,

[0071] As with the transmitter piat orn model discussed above, when a

receiver channel s selected fo the other platform n the Range/Bearing Sweep

Analysis application, an orientation of a receive antenna ay be set relative to the

corresponding platform orientation, The orientation of the receive antenna may be

set using, for example, the same rotation equations used for the transmit antenna

orientation,

[0072] As described above, to perform an energy~on4arget anaiysis, the

variation of the range and bearing of the receiver platform may first be input to the

Range/Bearing Sweep Anaiysis application 68 200, The "Analyze" button 222

Fig. 1 ) may then be pressed to begin the simulation. During the simulation, the

power at the receive antenna output may be calculated and stored in memory as a

function of range and bearing (or receiver location). n at least one

implementation, the received power level may be calculated using the following

equation:

where EiRP{x,y z) is the Effective Isotropic Radiated Power at each receiver

location (Watts), L x,y ∑) is the propagation loss at each receiver location

(unitless), Pi_(x,y,z) is the polarization loss at each receiver location (unifless),

Gr(x y,z) is the receive antenna gain at each receiver location (unitless), is the

transmit power (Watts), and χ ζ) is the transmit antenna gain at each receiver

location (unitless). The polarization loss may be calculated using the following

equation;

where PaPw is the great circle angle between the wave polarization and antenna

polarization on a Poincare' Sphere given as:



PaPw cos 1[c0s(2 ) c s(2 ) s n (2 w ) s (2 ) c (5w ~~ δ ]

where is the transmitted wave vector angle at the receive antenna for the

orthogonal components of the electric field, δ . s the phase difference between

orthogonal components of the transmitted wave at the receive antenna, Is the

receive antenna vector angle for the orthogonal components of the electric field,

and 8 Is the phase difference between the orthogonal components of the receive

antenna.

0073] As described above, In a typical energy on arget analysis, the location

and atlltude of the transmit platform may remain stationary and the location of the

receive platform ay change. To generate Information for other transmit platform

locations, the specified platform location and/or atlltude may be manually changed

by a user and the analysis repeated. In at least one implementation, a user s

able to enter p Information for the transmit platform location and/or attitude in

a similar manner to the receive platform information. VVhen a user subsequently

Initiates the analysis, th displayed results may update as the transmit platform

location and/or atlltude changes, in some implementations, a GUI control such as

a scroll bar or slider (o a similar physical control device) may be provided to allow

a user to scroll through a series of transmit platform locations or attitudes and

watch how the displayed results change.

[0074] n some Implementations, the techniques and systems described herein

ay be used during a system design phase to optimize antenna performance.

For example, if a transmitter design (e.g., a jammer) s to be Installed on an

aircraft w th a directional antenna pointed toward the ground, the signal level on

the ground as a function of receiver location can be displayed. An area on the

ground may be defined by receive signal levels above a specific threshold. The

signal level threshold may determine the maximum communication range between

two specific threat radios on the ground. n other words, when a threat receiver is

nside the coverage area, the threat transmitter must be closer than the range

defined by the signal level threshold to establish a communication link By

evaluating this coverage area, the antenna gain, beamwidth, s d l be levels,



pointing angle, a d jammer range can be optimized. This data may also b used

to assist a designer In defining system level requirements. some applications,

the techniques and systems described herein may he used during real world

operations to determine energy levels that are impinging on a area of interest.

For example, in one possible application, energy-on-targef information ay be

provided to an operator during a military operation to ensure that appropriate F

coverage is maintained during the operation.

[0075] In the description above, the energ n targe techniques and systems

are described in the context of a transmitter platform transmitting toward a

receiver platfor n one possible scenario, an airhorne transmitting platform

e.g., an aircraft, etc.) will illuminate a ground region that includes a receiver

platform. It should be understood that the described techniques and systems also

have application any other scenarios. In fact, the techniques and systems

may be used for any combination of platforms and locations. For example, in one

possible scenario, a transmitter platform for use in a Jamming application may be

located on the ground and a receiver platform e.g., a target) may he located in

the sky. In such a scenario, the coverage area may he at, for example, a specific

altitude in the sky

[0078] n the description above, various GU screens are described that may

be used to facilitate the entry of user selections, specifications, and/or input data

from a user n connection with an analysis o be performed. It should be

understood that these specific screens are not meant to be limiting and other

alternative informaticn entry techniques and/or structures may he used in other

implementations. These other techniques and structures may include both GUI

based and non-GUI based approaches.

[0077] Having described exemplary embodiments of the Invention, it will now

become apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments

incorporating their concepts may also be used. The embodiments contained

herein should not be limited to disclosed embodiments but rather should be limited

only by the spirit and scope of the appended claims. All publications and

references cited herein are expressly incorporated herein b reference in their

entirety.



What is claimed

. A machine-implemented method for simulating energy-on4arget in a

targeted region for a radio transmission system, comprising:

receiving Input information specifying a transmitter platform model to be

used as a transmitter for an energy-on-target analysis;

receiving input information specifying a receiver platform model to be used

as a receiver for the ene gy n4arget analysis;

receiving input information specifying a propagation model to be used for a

channel between the transmitter and the receiver for the energy~on4argef

analysis;

receiving input information specifying a number of receiver locations for

which energy on4argef information is desired; and

performing a series of link analyses for the number of receiver locations

using the transmitter platform model, the receiver platform model, and the channel

propagation model, wherein each link analysis in the series of link analyses

determines a receive power level at a corresponding receiver location taking into

consideration transmit power level, transmit and receive antenna gain at the

corresponding receiver location, propagation powe loss in the channel, and

polarization loss at the corresponding receiver location,

2. The method of claim , further comprising:

generating a plot using results of the series of link analyses

3. The method of claim 2 , further comprising;

receiving input information specifying a plot type hefore generating the plot,

wherein generating a plot includes generating a plot having the specified plot type,

4 The method of claim , wherein;

receiving input Information specifying a number of receiver locations for

which energy-on4argef information is desired includes receiving a minimum range

indication, a maximum range indication, a range Increment indication, a minimum



bearing indication, a maximum bearing indication, and a bearing increment

indication.

. The method of ciaim , wherein;

receiving input information specifying a transmitter piat rm model to be

used as a transmitter for an e rgy- -t rg t analysis includes receiving a user

se ection from a list of transmitter platform models.

8 , The method of claim 1, wherein:

receiving input information specifying a receiver platform dei to be used

as a receive for the energy~on target analysis includes receiving a user selection

from a iist of receiver platform modeis.

7, The method of claim 1 wherein:

a location of the transmitter is heid constant during the series of link

analyses.

8. The method of ciaim , further comprising:

generating a transmitter platform model for use during an energy on-target

anaiysis based on user input information, wherein generating a transmitter

platform model includes;

receiving input information specifying a transmitter model;

receiving input information specifying a transmit antenna model;

receiving input information specifying a location of a transmitter

platform;

receiving pu information specifying an attitude of the transmitter

platform;

orienting the transmit antenna model with respect to the transmitter

piatform to generate an oriented transmit antenna model;

calculating an Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (E RP for the

transmitter platform model using the transmitter model and the oriented

transmit antenna model; and



orienting the transmitter platform model with respect to a surrounding

area based on the input information specifying a location of the transmit!

platform and the Input information specifying an attitude of the ransmit e

platform.

A system to simulate energy~on~target in a targeted region for a radio

ns issi n system, comprising:

one or more processors to:

receive input information from a user specifying a transmitter

platform model and a receiver platform model for an energy-on-target

analysis;

receive input information from a user specifying a propagation model

o he used for a channel between a transmitter platform and a receiver

platform for the energy-on-targef analysis;

receive input Information from a user specifying a location and

attitude of the transmitter platform for the energy-on-targef analysis;

receive Input information from a user specifying a plurality of

receiver platform locations for the energy-on-targef analysis; and

perform a series of link analyses for the plurality of receiver platform

locations using the specified transmitter platform model, the specified

receiver platform model, and the specified channel propagation model,

wherein each link analysis in the se es of link analyses determines a

receive power level at corresponding receiver platform location taking into

consideration transmit power level, transmit and receive antenna gain at

the corresponding receiver platform location, propagation power loss in the

channel, and polarization loss at the corresponding receiver pi tfor

location; and

a memory to store results of the series of link analyses.

The system of claim 9 wherein:

the one or more processors include at least one processor to plot results of

series of link analyses.



- The system of claim 9» further comprising:

a ode database to store one or more of: platform models, receive RFD

datasets, transmrl datasets, antenna models, radio models, propagation models,

and channel parameter models.

The system of claim 9, wherein:

the one or more processors include at teast one processor to generate a

platform ode! for use n ne gy on tar et analyses, the at teast one processor to

allow a usar to specify a platform name for the platform mode and to specify at

least one receive RFD dataset and/or at least one transmitter datasef fo the

platform model,

3, The system of claim 2, wherein:

the at least one processor is configured to allow a user to specify channel

parameters for the platform model, wherein the channel parameters nclude one

or more operational characteristics of a corresponding receive RFD dataset or

transmit dataset associated w th the platform odel

4 , The system of claim , wherein:

the at least one processor is configured to allow a user to specify an

antenna coupling model for the platform model

The system of claim 9, wherein:

the one or more processors Include at least one processor o generate

radio models for use in energy-on-target analyses, wherein a radio model can

include one or more of: transmitter modulation spectrum Information, output power

information, thermal noise information, receiver noise figure information, RF and

pr d fector selectivity information, 3rd order intercept power information, and

phase noise information.

The system of clai 9, wherein:



the o e or more processors nclude at least one processor to generate

antenna having three dimensional gain patterns for use In energy n

target analyses.

. The system of clai , wherein:

the at least one processor to generate antenna models can generate

antenna models using one or more of theoretical antenna patterns, data imported

from electromagnetic simulator programs, and measured data

. The system of claim 9, wherein:

the one or more processors nclude at least one processor to add and/or

modify receive ra o frequency distribution RFD) datasets for use In energy-on-

target analyses.

. The system of claim wherein:

the one or m re processors include at least one processor to add and/or

modify transmit datasets for use in energy-on-target analyses.

20. Λ system to simulate energy n -target n a targeted region for a radio

transmission system, comprising:

eans for receiving nput Information specifying a transmitter platform

model to be used as a transmitter for an energy-on-target analysis;

means for receiving input Information specifying a receiver platform model

to be used as a receiver for the energy on arget analysis;

means for receiving Input information specifying a propagation model to be

used for a channel between the transmitter and the receiver for the energy-on-

target analysis;

means for receiving Input Information specifying a number of receiver

locations for which energy on tar e Information is desired; and

means for performing a series of link analyses for the number of receiver

locations using the transmitter platform model, the receiver platform model, and

the channel propagation model, wherein each link analysis In the series of link

analyses determines a receive power level at a corresponding receiver location



taking into consideration transmit power level, transmit and receive antenna gain

at the corresponding receiver location, propagation power loss in the channel, and

polarization loss at the corresponding receiver location.

2 1 The system of claim 20s further comprising:

eans for generating a plot using results of the series of link analyses

22. The system of claim 20, wherein:

the means for receiving Input information specifying a number of receiver

locations for which energy-on-targat Information is desired includes means for

receiving a minimum range indication, a maximum range indication, a range

increment indication, a minimum bearing indication, a maximum bearing

indication, and a bearing increment indication.
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